
Proyecto--el mapa

Nombre  __________________________

You will be creating a map of a city that you create.  The map must be at least the size of a large 
piece of construction paper and must include some artwork (yours or cut and paste).  It should be colorful and 
“eye-catching”.  Included on your map, you must have a minimum of fifteen different commercial buildings or 
places (see gradesheet for more details).  These should be named and labeled in Spanish.  Make sure that all 
labels are neat and legible and spelled correctly to get credit.  You also need to include and label at least four 
major streets and four homes of particular people.  Remember that to say a home belongs to someone you need 
to use the phrase “la casa de ________”.  You need a name for your city and at least one or two items on the 
outskirts (not just within the city limits). 

Next, you will write two short descriptions of “A day in the life…”, one of a person who lives in the city 
& another of a person who is visiting the city.  Each description should be 2-3 paragraphs long and written in 
the present tense.  However, each should include at least two different verb phrases and para.  Be sure to use 
time references (in the morning, at 2:00,…) and transitional words to add order to the events (después, luego, 
próximo,…).  Again, be sure to look at the rubric for additional details.

Requirement How you filled it Points/Possible

City Name /2

Artwork/Color /3

Tourist Attractions (zoo, museum,…) /2

Entertainment (theater, stadium,…) /2

Natural Features (lake, mountains,…) /2

Major shopping (grocery stores, malls,…) /2

Specialty shops (-erías,…) /3

Health & Safety (fire, hospital,…) /2

Education (school, library,…) /2

Food (cafe, restaurant,…) /2

Transport (train station, bus stop,…) /2

Extras (hotel, bank,…) /3

Homes (specify whose) /2

Streets (name them) /2

Total points /30 (+1)



Finally, you will do an oral presentation of your city.  It will be very simple & straightforward.  You will 
need to use words to indicate spatial relationships (on ___ street, across from, next to, to the right of, on the 
corner,…).  Your presentation will include some of your favorite places & why you like them (just 2 or 3).

Requirement How you filled it (number your sentences if that’s easier) Points/Possible

Title (A day in the life, my trip to,…) /2

Spelling of vocab /3

Verb conjugations /3

Verb phrases (ir + a, querer, neceistar,…) /3

Use of para /2

Time & transitions /3

Total points (Description #1) /15 (+1)

Title (A day in the life, my trip to,…) /2

Spelling of vocab /3

Verb conjugations /3

Verb phrases (ir + a, querer, neceistar,…) /3

Use of para /2

Time & transitions /3

Total points (Description #2) /15 (+1)

Requirement How you filled it (number your sentences if that’s easier) Points/Possible

Includes city name & some street names /2

Spatial relationship wording /3

Use of estar (for location) /2

Mentions at least 10 specific places /5

Pronunciation /3

Total points (Description #1) /15 (+1)


